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A: Create an executable,.EXE, using psexec
that runs your "naked" test, then add it to

the users startup as an application that
never gets closed. This approach has

worked for me in the past, and should work
in this case as well. 0 Flares Twitter 0

Facebook 0 Filament.io 0 Flares × We like
the way that @sciart_tidus does his

homework before he does any artwork.
Check out his work here: Or look at his
Twitter for more updates. @sciart_tidus

@Nemesor_M asked him a question and he
answered it pretty neatly: Wow… I can’t
believe this drew up on the spot! Thanks

for the awesome question and patience as I
go through the process.Reading a current
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directory before Docker builds Overview
The main reason I want to read and parse a
current directory before a Docker build is
so I can update the image before it’s even

built. A lot of repos are going the other
way, uploading images to the Serverless
Application Repository (a cloud hosted

service) while they’re being built in Docker.
I’ve done a bit of reverse engineering of
this relationship to create my own tool,
called FakeRepo, so that when I upload
builds to the Repo, they’re rejected if

they’re older than those in the repository.
The problem was that I didn’t want to
implement it this way, because it’s too

brittle. So I created the bulk-builder which
lets you read a directory, and not just one
file, and detect whether the files are newer

or not. I wanted to make sure that my
builds were working properly so I could

hack the tool to do what I want, but it was
also a challenge because I didn’t want to
make changes to a public, hosted service
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just for me. I’ve found that I can access my
fake Repo much more easily when I’m

logged in as root with a service account.
Using the get_image_builder method in
serverless.prod.js let me log in with a

service account and pull
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